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Comments: 

The Center for Information Policy Leadership (CIPL) presented the research and 
experiences of its “Highlights Notices Project.”  CIPL distributed “Preliminary Research on 
Short/Highlights Privacy Notices,” a guide to its presentation as well as examples of notices 
designed by its members.  The guide and the notices are attached to this summary.  This 
summary omits the information provided in the written guide. 

The CIPL Project began after the first round of Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLB) notices, 
which were “too legalistic, too complex, and too contractual.”  CIPL held three focus groups at 
P&G’s Cincinnati’s offices in 2002 and again in 2003 to try to ensure that the six elements 
contained on each notice conform with consumer interests.  There were consistent findings in 
both rounds of testing: 6 elements matched what consumers wanted to learn and consumers 
preferred the template format over the long form.  In 2002, participants said they did not want 
the long notice at all; in 2003, 10% of consumers liked also getting the long notice, while others 
wanted companies to make it available.  In 2002, participants did not care about security and did 
not like the introductory preamble about the company’s policy; in 2003, participants did care 
about security and they also liked the short statement summarizing the company’s privacy 
policy. 

Through the focus group research, the Project developed a template form that has been 
used by a number of leading companies.  The CIPL is not advocating that the GLB Agencies 
should create a notice or that it has to be done a particular way, but rather the presentation is to 
inform the Agencies of their research and experiences with a short notice.  CIPL will file written 
comments in response to the ANPR as well. 

The Project first contemplated that a short notice must be layered over a full notice in 
order to comply with GLB.  The Project participants looked at available research, including 
development of the food label, and consulted with Professor Mary Culnan of Bentley College.  
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They recommend that the Agencies speak with her regarding her research.  The Project 
participants concluded from their research, which they describe as “preliminary” that: (1) the 
notice should be short: consumers can process no more than 7 elements with 4 statements in 
each, or a total of 28 communications; (2) language used in notices must be understood by 
consumers, not require translation, and should  be consistent across notices; (3) format and 
consistency in the way information is presented is important and helps in understanding a notice; 
(4) consumers want consistency in format across geography and types of commerce; and           
(5) notices that are consistent will help to drive markets by enabling comparison.  The specific 
findings of the focus group research are reported in the presentation guide. 

In response to questions, the Project participants discussed the need to use appropriate 
vocabulary, noting that consumers do not understand terms such as “affiliate” and “third party.”  
Focus group participants seemed to prefer terms such as “uses,” “how to contact us,” and 
“personal information.” Several of CIPL’s members are continuing a “glossary project” to 
provide additional guidance on vocabulary. Some consumers expressed a preference for the term 
“privacy choice” over “opt-out.” Mr. Abrams noted that consumers do not like words that imply 
the company is dictating terms to the consumer.  Several presenters emphasized that consumers 
are still learning the context for these notices, and that most consumers do not understand 
information flows and how their information is used.  This limits their ability to understand the 
notices. Presenters also noted that the demographics of the focus groups were not representative 
or large enough to generalize, but consumers’ reactions were strong ones.  Individual companies, 
however, said their research did not find age or online skills a factor, although they have heard 
that the longer a customer has been with a company, the more likely the customer is to trust the 
notice. 

The representatives of Chase, Citigroup, MBNA, IBM Corporation, Proctor & Gamble, 
and Fidelity Investments each described their experiences using a short notice.  Chase had both a 
short notice and a plain language full notice. Chase found that while the long notice was 
understandable, consumers still preferred the short notice once they saw it.  Chase did a brochure 
with a Q&A format and a tear-out form for choice.  Chase posted its highlight policy in March 
2003 and conducted an online survey between March and June. Sixty percent of respondents 
found it to be excellent to very good (compared to 20% who found it poor to fair).  The top 
factors in order of ratings were that it was easy to read, visually appealing, provided sufficient 
information, clearly stated in understandable terms, provided confidence that privacy was 
respected, and increased trust in Chase. Visitors to the Chase website could click on the short 
form and then click on the long form from a link in the short form.  Of those who saw both 
forms, 73% said the highlight version was sufficient.  Most said they had gone to the long form 
out of curiosity. (Chase had 3,000 visitors and 12% (approximately 360) took the survey; 11% 
(approximately 40) of those who took the survey clicked on the full policy.) 

MBNA commissioned Harris Interactive to conduct an on-line survey among MBNA 
NetAccess customers to assess their perceptions of preferences between two different short 
notices and to assess the need for distributing MBNA’s full privacy policy. Harris sent out 
20,000 e-mails asking for help on the survey, and 1,000 participants responded.  In general, the 
short-form notice was understood by consumers (77-85% strongly understand); however, MBNA 
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did not check to ensure that consumers in fact understood the policy.  90% of participants 
believed that the notice tested was not missing any information they believed to be necessary.  
When asked if they still wanted a long notice to accompany the short form, 62% of participants 
said no. 

Proctor & Gamble, which has long experience with food labels, also tested short form 
notices. Even prior to joining CIPL, P&G tested an executive summary notice in 2002 and 
received positive feedback from 80-92% of consumers.  After joining the CIPL Project, P&G 
developed a short form for www.pg.com and collected information for 5 months.  85-90% who 
responded to their questionnaire gave favorable comments.  While not subject to GLB, P&G 
thinks that all companies can benefit from the GLB effort to address notices.  P&G wants 
consistency for all notices and sees a global interest as well in developing a common notice. 

Mr. Abrams spoke about the Kodak short-form notice.  Kodak developed a short-form 
medical notice under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) for their 
employees.  Mr. Abrams told the Agencies that the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services supported the development of layered notices in the final HIPAA regulations. 

IBM looks at notices with an international perspective and wants notices to be consistent 
across its global enterprise. This is a challenge since laws and terms can mean different things in 
different countries, and companies may not know what jurisdiction applies to their site when 
dealing with foreign consumers.  International data protection organizations are interested in 
consistency too. Mr. Abrams announced that an international conference is slated for next 
September in Poland to discuss “condensed notices.” 

Fidelity Investments also posted a short notice on its website and asked visitors to 
respond to questions very similar to those posed by Chase.  Fidelity received nearly the same 
responses as Chase. Consumers reported that the short notice was easy-to-read and clearer, but 
consumers did not care for the visual appeal of the notice.  Fidelity also found that consumers 
did not read long notices. Although Fidelity spent millions of dollars to make its notice P3P 
compliant, it did not work well.  The survey yielded three key points: (1) consistent format, 
elements, and words used in the same way are very important; (2) choice should not be separated 
from the explanation of the practices (this is the educational component); and (3) migration path: 
companies have pushed the envelope in developing better notices; regulators setting parameters 
will help further development.  Fidelity urged the Agencies to consider the work industry has 
already done on short notices; and, while the ANPR is appreciated, industry will need official 
guidance to support implementation of short notices absent legislation.   

In response to questions, the presenters stated that some focus group participants wanted 
the choices lined up next to each use, but most were not troubled by their separation into two 
different elements.  As to whether consumers read notices, Abrams said that consumers had tried 
to read the first round of notices, but stopped after learning how difficult they were to 
understand. One focus group participant said that unlike other notices she had thrown away, she 
would keep the short-form notice for future reference.  Proctor & Gamble had tracked notices for 
9 months and found that of 800,000 visitors to its site, 4% (approximately 32,000) would look at 
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the notice. One presenter commented that some consumers need help in understanding why 
privacy is important and why they are getting the notices.  

In response to a question about whether short-form notices would increase the opt-out 
rate, Abrams said that 3-7% is the normal opt-out rate, and it is not driven by short forms.  In 
general, Abrams did not believe that an opt-out rate is a good metric to show whether or not an 
institution’s privacy policy is effective.  Rather, opt-outs are driven by such practices as 
telemarketing, negative experiences with a company, or where the notice purposely drives 
consumers to opt out – like the Maryland Drivers Protection Act.  Fidelity tracked opt-outs to its 
long and short online notices and found that more consumers were active (clicked on the opt-in 
and opt-out to the short notice) as it was easier to see the choice options. P&G has an opt-in 
model and found a higher opt-in rate with the short notice. The option to consent to receiving 
information from others, however, had the lowest response rate.  

Final observations: 

Vocabulary is important.  Even if companies do not use the same language overall, words 
should be used in the same way.   

Consistent format and elements in a notice are important. 

Financial companies will not be comfortable using text that is written by a third party.  It 
is difficult to boil a privacy policy into yes and no categories. 

Consumer comfort and familiarity across notices will be lost if there are different state 
and federal laws. 

Industry efforts will be helped by guidance by regulators, especially if regulators can 
provide some sort of blessing of the efforts, even if legislation does not happen. 

CIPL believes that more research will be necessary on how consumers exercise choice.  
Also because companies are offering more privacy choices, industry would be resistant to a form 
that limits opt-out choices to those required by law. 
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Th Prvacy Policy expla what Chae does 
to keep inormation about you private and 
sece. We want you to know how we maage 
that inormation to serve you and tht you 
have choices about how it is shared. 

Q I Who is covered by thi 
Privacy Policy?


A I Ths Privacy Policy covers the Chase famiy 
companies. The following is a partial list of these 
U.S. consumer fmancial services companes owned 
by JP. Morgan Chase & Co.


. JPMorgan Chase Bank


. Chase Manattan Bank USA, N.


. Chase Manattan Mortgage Corporation


. Chase Manhatt Automotive Finance Corporation 

. Chase Investment Services Corporation 

. Chase Insurace Agency, Inc. 
Ths Policy applies to our current and former 
consumer customers. Separate policies may 
apply to customers of certin businesses , such as 
Private Bang.Also, customers in certin states 
wi get policies that apply to them. The privacy 
policies posted on our websites apply when 
you use those sites. In addition, Chase s onle 
consumer inormation practices are at 
ww. chase. com/privacy. 

Q I What inormation do you have
about me? 

A I To provide services and to help meet your needs 
Chase collects inormation from various sources. 

. We get inormation from your requests for Chase 
products or services. One example is income on 
loan applications. 

. We get inormation about your trasactions with 
us and with others. For example, we have your 
account balance inormation. 

. We get inormation such as your credit history 
from credit bureaus. 

Q I How does Chase safegud 
inormation about me?


A I Chase takes a number of steps to protect the privaq 
of inormation about you. Here are some examples. 

. We keep inormation under physical, electronic 
and procedurl controls that comply with federal 
stadads. These controls help keep inormation 
from being changed or destroyed. 

. We authorize people to get inormation about you 
only when they need it to do their work for Chase 

. We require companies workig for us to protect 
information. They agree to use it only to provide 
the servces we ask them to perform for you and 
for us.


Q I Is inormation about 
shared withi the Chase famy
of companies? 

A I Yes. We may share inormation about you withi 
the Chase famy of companes. Ths helps us to offeJ 

you fmancial products and servces such as loans 
deposits, investments and insurce. 

Q I Is inormation about me shared 
with service providers and t1nancia
companies outside of Chase? 

A I Yes. We may share Wormation about you with 
outside companies that work for Chase. These 
may include marketing fims. We may also share 
inormation about you with outside fiancial 
companies that have joint marketing agreements 
with us. These agreements permit you to get 
additional services. 

Q I Is inormation about me shaed witl1 
non-fInancial companies? 

A I Yes. But we strictly lit the inormation we share 
with companies makg non-fiancial offers. 
. We may share only your nae, address and phone 

number with companes for these offers. 



. We may share Wormation about your Chase Auto 
loan or lease with your auto dealer and auto maker 
for auto offers. 

. We may share inormation about you with our 
co-brad "partners so that they can market non
fmancial products to you. In a co-brand progrm 
the co-brand "parner " name or logo is featured 
on the progra materials. One example is a credit 
card from Chase that allows you to earn frequent 
flyer mies. 

Q I Is inormation about me shared in 
any other ways? 

A I Yes. We may also shae inormation about you 

required or permitted by law. This allows us to

share for legal and routine business reasons.

Here are some examples. 

. We may share inormation with regulators and 
law enforcement offcials. 

. We may share inormation to protect you, Chase 
and others against fraud. 

. We may share account activity with credit bureaus. 

. We may share inormation with your consent. 

. We may share inormation such as account name 
and number with check printers and with others 
that provide services to you or to us. 

1 Q I What choices do I have about 
inormation shag? 

! A I We offer you the following choices about sharigc. 
inormation that identifes you. 

#1. You may tell us not to share withi 
the Chase famiy of companies 

. Choice 


- inormation from you or from others for
determig your eligibilty for products 
information from credit bureau reports for 
marketing purposes.


Even if you make ths choice, we may continue 
other inormtion sharg withi Chase. 

(continued on back) 

Makig Your Privacy Choices 

You may contact us to provide your privacy choices 
as stated in the Chae Privacy Policy Alo, you may 
tell us not to contact you with telephone or mail 
offers or you may change prior choices. To do so 
please contact us. 

By telephone, you may cal us 24 hours a day, 
7 days a week at 1-(888) 259-2974. 

Pleae have your account number handy. 

By mail, you may fill out the form on the reverse 
and mail this page to us. 

Chase Privacy Preferences 
PO Box 15121


Wilgton, DE 19850-5121 

We wil process your request with four tosix weeks. 
You do not need to contact us uness you 
want to make a choice lited in the "Privacy 
Choices" section. Alo, if you are a cuent 
cutomer, you do not need to contact us uness 
you want to change a choice you have given 
us. We will follow your directions for your 
consumer accounts covered by our Privacy 
Policy. 

If you make any of the choices listed, you may stil 
get offers in your account statements and when you 
contact us. You may also get offers in connection 
with our maintaing and servicing your account 
relationship. 

0 CHASE

THE RIGHT RELATIONSHIP IS EVERYTHIHG~




choices


do I have


about


information-


sharing?"
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For example, in the course of business, we may 
continue to share name and address, inormation 
about transactions with us, as well as surveyor 
simar inormation. 

. Choic #2. You may tell us not to sha inormtion 
about you for non-fiancial offers described above. 
If you do and are in any of our co-brad progrms 
we may continue to share inormation about you 
with co-brand "partners" to provide the progrm 
to you. 

How do I tell you about my Privacy
Choices? 

A I Please refer to the section "Makg Your Privacy 
Choices" for how to contact us with your choices. 
You do not need to contact us if you want the 
choices you have aleady given us to stay in effect. 

Q I 


How does Chase tell me about 
its Policy?

Q I 


A I We send our Privacy Policy to you when you open 
a new account. We also send it to curent customers 
yearly. We may change our Policy But if we make a 
major change, we wi tell you. Our Policy is always 
avaiable at ww.chase.com/privacy. 

How do I protect myself againstQ I 


identity theft and fraud? 
A I We realze identity theft is a serious concern. Chase 

can help you address problems that arse if you 
become a victim. We also help you protect yourself. 

. For tips on protecting your identity and accounts 
visit ww.chase.com/privacy. 

. Our Identity Theft Kit is a handy reference 
available to you upon request. To receive your 
free IdentityTheft Kit, contact us or go to 
ww.chase.com/idkit. 

(f2003.J.P. Morgan Che & CO.Al rits reserved. 
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Pryag JJoices 
1. Please do not share wi hi. the Chae famy

of companes: . 
- inormtion frommeor from others for 

detc:rmig myeligilJilty for products 
- inonnation ftom.(;redit bureau report 

for mark ting pqroses. 

2. Please do not shateiIormation about 

with companes for (Jff rs of non-fmancial

products and servces. 


03. Pleasedonotcon.tact me with offers of

products or servces by ma;


4. Pkase do not contact me with offers of

prod.Qt: tV(:esby telephone.


Joint Acc6it1jt'!f:lfJe.#$;Your choices will apply to 
thejoinlaccoti,nt;. lfothers on the joint account 
have QtherCJtcoun/sjyourPrivac Choices will 0, . 

notapplyf;O them,. Z5\ ; 
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